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Growing Copelandia Magic Mushrooms is very different from the method you are used to with the typical Cubensis Grow Kit! We understand you're talking about the Magic Mushroom. We want you to have the best possible opportunities. So please read the instructions below carefully to achieve maximum results! Note: Always brush your hands with soap before handling a growing set or mushroom.1.
Open the box and take out the contents (image 1.2. Remove the lid from the growth kit and place the zipper lock bag inside. Keep it in a clean place. you'll need an itlater (image 2).3. Wash your hands well with soap and pour a layer of top layer of soil on top of the set to grow and distribute it evenly (image 3 and 4).4. Place a set for growing inside the humidity bag (image 5.5. Grow the spray kit and inside
the humidity bag gently (image 6.6. Squeeze the bag and give fresh air to go Inside. Then close with paper clips (image 7.7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 twice a day.8. After 10-17 days, mushrooms will form. At this time take the set to grow out of the bag and only spread the insides of the bag. Put the kit back in the bag after spraying (image 8 and 9) (Ogre BoyMushrooms don't like direct contact with water).9. 5-7
days after the mushrooms start to grow, they will be ready to harvest. by clicking their overuntil bottom of the stem snaps (image 10 with text saying too early to harvest an image of 11 withtext saying the perfect size for harvest).10. After harvest, fill the grow kit with water and put the lid (from step 2) back on the grow kit. Thisallows water absorption kit for the second crop. Allow the kit to absorb water within
12-24 hours. Then pour the water and place the kit back in the humidity bag for the next batch of mushrooms (image 12 and 13).11. Give fresh air daily and spray only the sides of the bag until the second crop is ready to harvest (image 7 and 14).12. Harvest the mushrooms and repeat the steps 10 and 11 until the final harvest. Description Warning Delivery Reviews Are You Ready for the Strongest
Mushroom in the World? Copelandia Hawaiian fungus is 5 times stronger than most psilocybin magic mushrooms you may have used. Get ready for exciting rides that will turn your world upside down. Buy Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom growkit online now. The Effect of Copelandia Hawaiian Mushrooms Copelandium Mushroom (Panaeolus Cyanescens or Copelandia Cyanescens) is likely to be better
known as Hawaiian magic mushrooms. This is probably the strongest magic mushroom on earth. These magical mushrooms give you a visual journey that is very stron. This great mushroom is only suitable for experienced psychonauts who have had many trips to magic mushroomsIf you take these Copelandia Hawaiian magic mushrooms for the first time, take no more than 0.5 grams of dried magic or 5
grams of fresh magic mushrooms. It is one of the strongest magic mushrooms in the world. Don't confuse these magic magic with the soft Psilocybe Cubensis Hawaiian either. These are two completely different magic mushrooms. Hawaiian fungus Copeland (Panaeolus Cyanescens) is a very potent and hallucinogenic fungus. So they also give a very strong visual journey. The visuals are stronger and
brighter than you've ever experienced, and that's why you're guaranteed to see geometric patterns. You will especially experience a sense of peace and well-being, this is also due to lower body effects. People describe the world as magical after eating Hawaiian Copelandia magic mushrooms. Everything is beautiful and it makes you feel like you are in heaven. The world around you shows itself in different
colors and all these colors are all beautiful. Spiritual, philosophical and hallucinatory effects are common during a trip to Copelandia Hawaiian magic mushrooms. The contents of Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom growkit Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom growkit contains 4 products. With these 4 products you can grow great Copelandia Hawaiian magic mushrooms for a forced trip. In the box you will find:
Grow a bin with myceliumTopsoil layerMoisture bag or rather, grow bagPaperclip Pop the opening box you can start growing the strongest magic mushrooms in the world, just in the comfort of your own home. How do you grow Copelandia Hawaiian magic mushrooms? With this growkit, you can easily grow your Copelandia Hawaiian magic mushrooms at home. It works like this: Work in a clean and
disinfected environment. Make sure no pets or food end up next to the growkit. This ensures a successful collection of mushrooms. Of course, wash your hands before you touch the growkit or grow growkit or grow the box to grow the box and open the tray with the top layer of ground. Copeland growkit does not grow magic mushrooms without the top layer of the earth. Sprinkle the top layer of soil on top
of the box to grow and spread it evenly. Make sure you keep the lid on the growing box, you will need this later. Place the grow bin in a grow bag of Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom growkit in need of less humidity than other growkits then normally. Open the bag to grow once a day and spray 2 water pumps into the grow bag against the interior walls. Don't spray on the mushroom / growbit! Open the
growth bag twice a day to freshen up the air. You do this by pushing the bag shut and open it again. So you replace the old air with new, fresh air in the bag Always close the grow bag with the included paper clip after opening to grow the bag for wetting or changing the air. In 5-17 days the breeding process will begin and small mushrooms will begin to form. Copelandia Hawaiian mushrooms do not like
direct contact with water. Once the magic mushrooms begin to form, you change your way of working. Now you will remove the grow box to grow the bag when you moisten to grow the bag. It is advisable to change the air at this point by pushing the air. Then you will crumple to grow the bag. Then you put to grow back in the grow bag bag seal it again. For optimal and successful harvest, do it 1-2 times a
day. Collecting your Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom growkit at the right time to collect the Southern California magic mushrooms is 24 to 36 hours after the first black hat tracks of magic mushrooms have fallen. However, the collection of these mushrooms is different from other magic mushrooms. Make sure you wash thoroughly and clean your hands. Now you don't twist the mushrooms until they come
loose, but press the mushrooms aside, pushing them. It just frees them. It is preferable to start in the middle to grow the field and push them aside until they let go. Either way, don't remove too much from the top bottom layer during harvest. Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom growkit provides about 120 grams of fresh magic mushrooms to harvest. A few tides from your Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom
growkit If you want to collect Copelandia Hawaiian mushrooms for the second or third time, just fill the growkit with clean tap water and close the growkit with the lid you got. Soak it for 12 to 24 hours. The growing container will absorb some of the water. Now drain the water gently and start the cycle again with the grow bag and moisten it with water and change the air. In a day or two the first new magic
mushrooms will appear again. You can continue to repeat this process until the growkit gives any new mushrooms. A few mushroom gatherings is a common wit of magic mushroom growkits and it is certainly very nice. You can assume that you will get 2 to 4 tides from the Copelandia Hawaiian mushroom growkit. A dose of Copelandia Hawaiian magic mushrooms eating Copelandia Hawaiian magic
mushrooms is different from other magic mushrooms. After all, they are 5 times stronger than the mushroom species Cubensis. So you have to take care with the dosage of this fungus. Take as an experienced psychonaut only the appropriate amount of this magic mushroom. We advise you to keep the following doses: 0.5 grams of dried magic mushrooms or 5 grams of fresh magic mushrooms for an
average trip0.7 grams of dried magic mushrooms or 7 grams of fresh magic mushrooms for a strong journey with lots of visual effects1 gram of dried magic mushrooms or 10 grams of fresh magic mushrooms for a very intense trip We advise everyone who is going to try these amazing strong magic mushrooms not to exceed the dose of 55 grams of fresh Chickendia mushrooms on the first trip. This is a
special kind of magic mushrooms. This is completely different from what you've ever experienced before. A whole new world will open up to you during the Copelandia Mushrooms trip. The origins of Copelandia Cyanescens Hawaiian magic mushroomsCouldia Hawaiian magic mushrooms not only give a great journey, this species also traveled themselves. They hail from Southeast Asia. In the Philippines
they probably occur and end up in Hawaii through cattle. That was around 1800. magic mushrooms with psychoactive substances grow on manure, but also in grassy areas. They grow not only in Hawaii and the Philippines, but you can also encounter them in Australia, Bali, America, Bolivia, Mexico and Brazil. Nor can we rule out that they will not occur in other parts of south-east Asia. We should be both
people so grateful for the Copelandia Hawaiian mushrooms. Myologist Jimmy Kroonenburg has unveiled the first handy Hawaiian Copelandia mushroom growkit and that is why it is now for sale online in our smart store. Buying Copelandia Hawaiian mushrooms growkit onlineIt took some time, but from now on you can also grow your Copelandia Hawaiian magic mushrooms yourself with this growkit. The
real result for an experienced psychonaut. With these Hawaiian magic mushrooms, you will experience a trip you haven't experienced before. Exciting, visually very strong and hallucinating. This magic mushroom has it all and takes away your previous trips as lessons that have been helpful before you can undertake this spiritual journey. Buy Copelandia Hawaiian mushrooms growkit now and explore the
magic in the box! Magic mushrooms can be dangerous to health when you combine it with certain medications, alcohol or MAO inhibitors. Are you using drugs? Always consult your doctor first and read your drug insertion package to prevent health risks. DO NOT use magic mushrooms if you are pregnant or breastfeeding. Treat these unique magic mushrooms with respect and use them only when you are
in a positive mood and peaceful environment. Do not drive vehicles or take part in traffic!24Thit is only a ship to Europe. 24 Senior cannot provide information about the status, legal or illegal, of the product in other countries. Not sure if the ordered product is legal in the country where it should be shipped? Let us know with the authorities of the country itself. The buyer is responsible. All our products come
in low-key packaging. Packaging.
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